We show that during visual working memory, the electroencephalographic (EEG) process producing 5 -7 Hz frontal midline theta (fmQ) activity exhibits multiple spectral modes involving at least three frequency bands and a wide range of amplitudes. The process accounting for the fmQ increase during working memory was separated from 71-channel data by clustering on time/frequency transforms of components returned by independent component analysis (ICA). Dipole models of fmQ component scalp maps were consistent with their generation in or near dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. From trial to trial, theta power of fmQ components varied widely but correlated moderately with theta power in other frontal and left temporal processes. The weak mean increase in frontal midline theta power with increasing memory load, produced entirely by the fmQ components, largely reflected progressively stronger theta activity in a relatively small proportion of trials. During presentations of letter series to be memorized or ignored, fmQ components also exhibited 12 -15 Hz low-beta activity that was stronger during memorized than during ignored letter trials, independent of letter duration. The same components produced a brief 3-Hz burst 500 ms after onset of the probe letter following each letter sequence. A new decomposition method, log spectral ICA, applied to normalized log time/frequency transforms of fmQ component Memorize-letter trials, showed that their low-beta activity reflected harmonic energy in continuous, sharppeaked theta wave trains as well as independent low-beta bursts. Possibly, the observed fmQ process variability may index dynamic adjustments in medial frontal cortex to trial-specific behavioral context and task demands. D
Introduction
Complex changes in EEG power and inter-channel coherence accompany performance of working memory tasks in humans (Jensen et al., 2002; Klimesch et al., 1990 Klimesch et al., , 1993 Klimesch et al., , 1999 Kopp et al., 2004; Sarnthein et al., 1998; Schack et al., 2002) . The EEG frequency band most often linked to working memory and to mental effort in general is the (4 -8 Hz) theta band. Theta activity was first reported in rat hippocampus where it was associated with alert, exploratory behavior, as opposed to stereotyped movements (Bland, 1986) . In both rats and humans, the hippocampus is essential for learning and memory acquisition. Many theories of theta function in the hippocampus suggest that theta regulates timing of spike-mediated information transmission, specifically by behaviorally relevant phase precession of neuronal firing relative to theta phase (Bose et al., 2000; Buzsaki, 2002; Hasselmo et al., 2002; Yamaguchi, 2003) .
Rat hippocampal cells firing at the theta frequency are selectively active during discriminatory tasks (Wiebe and Staubli, 2001) , suggesting specific involvement of theta in memory formation. Furthermore, long-term potentiation (LTP), a form of neural adaptation thought to underlie some memory processes, is maximally induced in the hippocampus if stimulation is given at the positive-going peak of the theta wave (Huerta and Lisman, 1993; Holscher et al., 1997; Werk and Chapman, 2003) . It is therefore of interest to determine in detail whether, when and how cortical theta activity, available in the human scalp EEG, is involved in mnemonic processing.
While the human hippocampus is undeniably important for declarative memory (Eichenbaum, 2004) , reports disagree about the behavioral correlates of human theta activity recorded from depth electrodes (Arnolds et al., 1980; Halgren, 1991; Halgren et al., 1978; Meador et al., 1991) . However, compelling evidence of theta coherence in humans between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus during successful memory encoding (Fell et al., 2003) suggests that, in humans, as in rats, theta may organize spike timing for encoding of short-term memory, and recent demonstration of theta coherence between amygdala and hippocampus following a fear cue in rats (Seidenbecher et al., 2003) suggests wider involvement of theta activity in motivated learning and memory.
In most human subjects, frontal midline theta (fmu) EEG/MEG activity is readily measured from the scalp during mental calculation, concentration, short-term memory and/or heightened attention (Aftanas and Golocheikine, 2001; Burgess and Gruzelier, 1997; Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999; Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Kahana et al., 1999; Laukka et al., 1995; Lazarev, 1998; Mizuki et al., 1982; Pardo et al., 1990; Sasaki et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999) . Analysis of scalp EEG data indicates that the most pronounced theta activity emanates most likely from and/or near dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999) , where laminar depth recordings suggest it is generated primarily in upper cortical layers (Wang et al., 2005) . Frontal theta power increases with increasing task difficulty (Kahana et al., 1999; Lazarev, 1998) and memory demands (Gevins et al., 1997; Krause et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 1999 , but see Bastiaansen et al., 2002) . Moreover, successful memory retrieval is predicted, on average, by larger theta power during encoding (Klimesch et al., 2001b; Sederberg et al., 2003; Weiss et al., 2000) . In intracranial recordings in humans performing a working memory task, theta activity was selectively enhanced at widespread frontal and temporal sensors relative to baseline (Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Raghavachari et al., 2001) .
Because many of the tasks that elicit frontal theta also involve working memory, it is tempting to assume that frontal midline theta EEG may be related directly or indirectly to hippocampal theta. However, depth recordings in the human brain indicate that cortical and hippocampal theta are not reliably phase coupled at rest (Cantero et al., 2003; Kahana et al., 2001) . Theta rhythms in frontal cortex and hippocampus may nonetheless exhibit transient phase coherence when the field potentials of each region are influenced either by common afferent inputs or by reciprocal connections between the two regions (Raghavachari et al., 2001; von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000) . Similarly, transient corticocortical theta coherence events are detectable in scalp EEG data, for example, following speeded button presses (Makeig et al., 2004a) .
Several functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies associate memory demands with increased hemodynamic activity in several frontal regions, including dorsolateral prefrontal, ventrolateral prefrontal and ACC, as reviewed in Duncan and Owen (2000) . However, controversy still exists as to the functions of each of these areas since a wide variety of cognitive demands may elicit activity increases in one or more of them. For example, retention of a letter or object in memory activates dorsolateral prefrontal cortex as well as ACC (Barch et al., 1997; Gould et al., 2003) , but mental arithmetic also increases blood flow in both of these areas (Kondo et al., 2004) . ACC activity, in particular, is modulated by various task manipulations including task difficulty (Barch et al., 1997; Gould et al., 2003) , memory load (Bunge et al., 2001 ) and response conflict (Botvinick et al., 1999) . Despite these and many other experimental observations of ACC activation in fMRI studies, no consensus has been reached regarding its function. A study designed specifically to differentiate between various cognitive demands found the ACC to be activated during multiple task phases, suggesting that the ACC may not be associated with a specific brain process, but with more general cognitive control (Badre and Wagner, 2004) .
Here, we used a letter series memorization task based on the Sternberg task (Sternberg, 1966) to examine electrical brain activity recorded from 71 scalp electrodes and then decomposed into maximally independent EEG processes (Makeig et al., 1996) . Typical analysis of EEG data involves extensive averaging of data from similarly defined data trials, either by averaging raw potential signals (creating event-related potentials, ERPs) or time/frequency transforms (producing event-related spectral perturbations, ERSPs). Trial averaging assumes that all or most trials express a single mode of activity time-locked to a class of events of interest plus ongoing Fbackground_ activity indifferent to these events. However, differing modes of activity may occur in different trials, possibly prompted by varying task demands, task-unrelated subject preoccupations or performance strategies. The resulting trial-totrial variability may thus not represent indecipherable noise but complex brain dynamic features that support different cognitive processes accompanying superficially similar behaviors. It is of interest, therefore, to explore the types of EEG activity that occur in single task-related data epochs.
Here, we show that decomposition by independent component analysis (ICA) of spatiotemporal activity patterns in single trials, across maximally independent components and subjects, identifies new details of macroscopic midfrontal brain activity in theta, low-beta and delta frequency bands. We use time/frequency analysis to study mean changes in oscillatory activity during each trial segment and introduce a new mode of ICA applied to the single-trial normalized log spectrograms of the independent component time courses. This new analysis demonstrates that the observed mean task-related power changes at theta and lowbeta frequencies reflect at least two modes of oscillatory activity in single trials but that the mean spectral changes may be dwarfed by the extent of trial-to-trial variability in spectral amplitudes and time patterns.
Methods

Subjects and task
Twenty-three subjects (10 male, 13 female; 21 right-handed; ages 20 -40 years) participated in the study. Trials began with a 5-s presentation of a central fixation cross (see Fig. 1A ). Next, 8 consonant letters (spanning approximately 2-of visual angle) were presented in succession at fixation. Of these, 3, 5 or 7 (colored black) were to be memorized, while the remaining 5, 3 or 1, respectively (colored green) were to be ignored. Letter stimulus duration was 1.2 s, with stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) fixed at 1.4 s. (In a separate short-stimulus control condition, letter duration was 0.15 s.) In place of a ninth letter, a dash appeared on the screen to signal the beginning of a variable 2 -4 s memory Maintenance period during which subjects silently rehearsed the identities of the memorized letters. A probe letter (colored red) then appeared, prompting the subject to respond by pressing one of two buttons (with the thumb or index finger of their dominant hand) to indicate whether or not the probe letter had been in the Memorize-letter set in that trial. An auditory feedback signal (a confirmatory beep or cautionary buzz), presented 400 ms after the button press, informed the subject whether his/her answer was correct or incorrect. After a self-selected, variable delay, the subject initiated the next trial by pressing either response button, triggering the reappearance of the fixation cross.
Task presentation was controlled by Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.) running under Windows98. Task sessions consisted of 100 -150 trials separated into four to six 25-trial blocks. Eleven of the 23 subjects also performed the same task with letter durations shortened from 1200 ms to 150 ms, while letter SOA remained unchanged at 1.4 s. Long and short letter presentation tasks were performed on the same day in alternating blocks of 25 trials for a total of 75 trials per experimental condition (total of 150 trials).
Data acquisition and decomposition
EEG data were collected from 71 channels (69 scalp and two periocular electrodes, all referred to right mastoid) at a sampling rate of 250 Hz with an analog pass band of 0.01 to 100 Hz (SA Instrumentation, San Diego). Input impedances were brought under 5 kV by careful scalp preparation. Data were analyzed by custom Matlab scripts built on the open source EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004 ; http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab). Data were digitally filtered to remove frequencies above 50 Hz and were then separated into non-overlapping epochs time-locked to each Memorize, Ignore and Probe letter onset. Epochs containing highamplitude, high-frequency muscle noise and other irregular artifacts, as identified by visual inspection, were removed. The presence of eye-blink or eye-movement artifacts was not a criterion for rejection. All remaining data epochs were submitted to extended infomax ICA (Lee et al., 1999) using runica (Makeig et al., 1997) from the EEGLAB toolbox.
ICA (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995; Makeig et al., 1996) finds an Funmixing_ matrix (W) that linearly unmixes the original EEG channel data (x) into a sum of maximally temporally independent and spatially fixed components (u) such that u = Wx. The rows of the resulting matrix u are the independent component activities or activations and its columns the time points of the input data (Jung et al., 2001; Makeig et al., 2002) . Columns of the inverse matrix, W À1 , give the relative projection weights from each independent component to each scalp electrode. In our analyses, default extended-mode runica training parameters were used Three to seven of these were colored black and were to be memorized, while the others (colored green) were to be ignored. Following presentation of the 8th letter, a dash appeared on the screen to signal the beginning of a 2 -4 s memory Maintenance period that ended with presentation of a Probe letter to which the subject responded by pressing one of two buttons to indicate whether or not the Probe letter was in the memorized set. An auditory feedback stimulus (FB) followed the button press by 400 ms indicating a correct or wrong response (Resp.). (B) Frontal midline theta (fmu) component cluster. Spheres colored pink represent locations of equivalent dipoles of theta-dominant frontal independent components of the 71-channel EEG. Green spheres represent the other anterior components in the data. (C) Green traces are power spectra of individual components in the fmu cluster, the red trace, the average of the fmu cluster component spectra. Note the theta band peak near 6 Hz. The model head shows the mean scalp projection of the fmu components. (D) Power spectra at the Fz electrode (blue dot on head model) for the subjects contributing to the fmu cluster. The dark blue trace shows the average of the Fz spectra. Note the mixed theta and alpha band peaks in the single channel data. (E) Breakdown of theta power at electrode Fz: the fmu component cluster accounted for nearly half (47%) the observed power. The remainder was assigned by ICA to other anterior and posterior dipolar components (20% and 20%) and by non-artifact components that could not be localized (12%). (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) , with the stopping weight change set to 1e À 7.
Component selection
Component activations from each subject were first assessed and categorized as brain activity or non-brain artifact (e.g., muscle, line noise or eye movement activity) by visual inspection of their scalp topographies, time courses and activation spectra. Next, we computed an equivalent current dipole model for each brain activity component map using a four-shell spherical head model in the DIPFIT toolbox (Oostenveld and Oostendorp, 2002 ; available from sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/dipfit.html). Components with bilaterally distributed scalp maps were fit with a bilaterally symmetric dual dipole model. If the best-fitting single or dual equivalent current dipole model had more than 15% residual variance from the spherical forward-model scalp projection (over all 69 scalp electrodes), the component was not further analyzed. Components with equivalent dipole(s) located outside of the model brain volume were also excluded from further analysis. The mean number of resulting maximally independent and localizable EEG components used in subsequent analysis was 15 per subject (range: 7 to 26). In this paper, we consider the activities of those components whose equivalent dipoles were localized anterior to the central sulcus in a spherical head model co-registered to a mean brain image (Montreal Neurological Institute).
Data epoch selection
Following removal of gross artifacts and computation of the ICA unmixing matrix, the continuous data were separated into 3-s epochs starting 1 s before and ending 2 s after Memorize, Ignore or Probe letter onsets, respectively. Longer epoch lengths were used to measure spectral changes occurring during fixation and memory Maintenance periods. Because subjects responded incorrectly in relatively few trials, those trials were omitted from the analysis. The resulting data epochs were multiplied by the ICA unmixing matrix, producing single-trial time series giving the activities of the selected independent component processes in each trial.
Component power spectra
Component power spectra for each task epoch were calculated by averaging fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra computed using data window lengths of 256 points, zero-padded to 512 points. Component spectra were normalized for between-subject comparison by subtracting mean log power from single-trial log power at each analysis frequency between 2 Hz and 30 Hz.
Event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs)
Each single-trial component activity time series was transformed to a baseline-normalized spectrographic image using a moving-window average of FFT spectra computed as described above. The mean baseline spectrum was taken to be the mean EEG spectrum during the central 4 s of the 5-s Fixation period. Subtracting the trial-mean log baseline power (B) from log power at each frequency and latency (TF) for each component (c) and trial (t) gave single-trial event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) images (Makeig, 1993) revealing event-related changes in log spectral power in overlapping narrow (1-Hz) frequency bands from nearly 1 s before to 2 s after each stimulus.
The resultant ERSP transforms comprised relative power estimates for time/frequency cells centered at (0.5 Hz, 12.5 ms) intervals. Means of the single-trial ERSP transforms were then computed for each subject, component and trial type. Significant mean changes in power from baseline (P < 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) were first identified by comparing the observed mean ERSP values to bootstrap measures of baseline spectral variability during the Fixation period (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) .
Memory load and other task comparisons
To study the evolution of mean spectral power with memory load, Memorize letters were separated according to their order of presentation in the trial (1st through 6th). Memory loads at the time of presentation were thus 0 -5 letters, respectively. Ignore letters were also separated by memory load at their time of presentation (0 -5 letters). ERSPs were computed for Memorize and Ignore epochs using the Fixation mean spectrum as the common spectral baseline. The six resulting Memorize-letter ERSPs for each component were regressed on memory load at each time/frequency point to determine latencies and frequencies at which spectral power grew log-linearly within trials as memory load increased. Mean ERSP differences between Memorize and Ignore letter epochs were also computed for each component, and significant points of difference between the two conditions were determined by bootstrap (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) . As different trials included different numbers of Memorize letters, the numbers of trials averaged to compute the mean ERSPs in the resulting six memory-load conditions were not uniform. The bootstrap statistics used in subsequent analyses took this into account. Finally, longer data epochs time-locked to Maintenance period onsets and to Probe letter presentations were transformed to produce ERSP time/ frequency images using the same Fixation baseline spectrum.
Group ERSP statistics
ERSP image and ERSP image difference values at each time/ frequency point were tested for significance across subjects using binomial probability:
where p is the probability significance threshold for each image value, N is the number of input images, and k the number of images out of N with significant values. P k,N is then the probability of observing k of N significant results at a given time/frequency cell. Joint group significance thresholds of P k,N < 0.01 or lower were used to identify results of interest. To avoid false positives from multiple comparisons, effects that were significant at only a few neighboring cells were not interpreted.
Event-related component phase coherence
Event-related phase coherence (ERC) images detailing fixed phase relationships between pairs of maximally independent component processes from the same subject were computed using a Hanning-windowed, complex sinusoidal wavelet in each trial condition (Fixation, Memorize, Ignore, Maintenance, Probe). ERC was calculated between the fmu cluster components and all the other anterior as well as posterior dipolar components. The number of cycles in these wavelets increased smoothly from 3 cycles at 3 Hz to 6 cycles at 50 Hz. Statistical thresholds for significant increase in ERC values from Fixation were determined using a bootstrap method similar to that used for power significance calculations (Delorme and Makeig, 2003) . To accurately estimate the occurrence of task event-related phase coherence, we estimated the significance of the coherence increase from Fixation to Memorize, Ignore or Maintenance conditions, respectively, for all possible component pairs.
Maximally independent single-trial time/frequency templates
Mean ERSPs, like mean ERPs, identify only the dominant tendency in the single-trial data. To identify additional characteristic patterns of spectral activity appearing in single trials, log power time/frequency transforms for each anterior component in each Memorize-letter trial were first concatenated, after subtracting the mean fixation log power baseline spectrum for the same component process. Because of computer memory limitations, these single-trial ERSP transforms used 1-Hz intervals. The number of rows of the resulting time/frequency matrix was the number of total (vectorized) ERSP points (2800), and the number of columns, the number of subjects (23) times the mean number of anterior components (¨7/subject) times the number of retained trials (¨325).
The resulting large data matrix was reduced to its first 12 principal dimensions along the (vertical) time/frequency dimension by principal component analysis (PCA). The resulting data were then decomposed by infomax ICA, which returned 12 time/ frequency templates as columns of the pseudo-inverse of the resulting unmixing matrix (weights*sphere in runica() nomenclature). These templates were associated with independently varying patterns of time/frequency variation, forming single-trial ERSP templates whose series of intensities, across single trials, were maximally independent of each other. The ICA activation matrix gave a weight for each ERSP template, component and single trial, indicating how strongly (and with which polarity) the template pattern contributed to the single-trial ERSP.
Log spectral ICA
More formally, the approach used here assumes that the eventrelated spectral evolution (TF c,t ) of the activity of each ICA component process (c) in each single trial (t) is produced by the joint exponentially weighted product of event-related time/frequency or ERSP templates (T k ) of size (frequencies, latencies). The templates define the actions of common physiological processes which modulate the component baseline spectrum. The joint product of these template effects is the time/frequency transform of each single trial. The power of these modulations for each single trial and component is given by scalar exponent weights (w k,t ). These potentiate or attenuate the effects of the corresponding (positive-valued) modulatory time/frequency template (T k ) on the component baseline spectrum (B c ) according to Eq. (3),
where the exponentiation (above) is element-wise and the diagonal diag() matrix has the baseline power spectrum values (B c ) on the diagonal. Taking the log of both sides,
Subtracting the log baseline from both sides gives the singletrial ERSP.
This equation can be generalized to include all components (c) and trials (t) as
where columns of large matrix ERSPs, of size (times Â frequencies, trials Â components), contain the vectorized single-trial component ERSPs for each trial and component.
Columns of matrix T, of size (times Â frequencies, templates), are the ERSP templates associated with the modulatory processes, and the rows of matrix W, of size (templates, components Â trials), the trial weights for each template. As the numbers of components and trials in the input data may allow separation of well less than ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi components Â trials p templates, principal component analysis (PCA) may be used to reduce the number of rows of the ERSP matrix to a feasible number of dimensions (here, 12) that together account for the most variance in the single-trial ERSP data. In practice, the matrix (T) of time/ frequency templates is estimated by the pseudo-inverse of the unmixing matrix found directly by ICA (note that the same decomposition method may be applied to trial-mean or other short-time frequency spectra instead of to time/frequency ERSP transforms).
Extended infomax ICA adjusts the time/frequency templates (T k ) to make the set of trial weights (w t ) for each template (k) as independent as possible of the trial weights of the other templates. The time/frequency templates thus capture the event-related time/ frequency patterns that appear most independently in the single trial data. More exactly, the templates are the time/frequency patterns that contribute to the single-trial component ERSPs with the most distinctly different sets of weights across trials and components. On the other hand, two or more physiologically separable modulatory processes that affected the same trials and EEG components in constant proportion will be combined by spectral ICA decomposition into a single template. Using extended ICA allows the trial weights to vary from trial to trial with either super-Gaussian or sub-Gaussian distributions (Lee et al., 1999) .
Candidates for physiological processes that might produce the time/frequency templates include modulatory effects of brain activity provoked by external stimuli or internal events, eventrelated activities of arousal systems associated with specific neurotransmitters and/or effects of corticothalamic or corticocortical interactions. Any of these might produce event-related effects on the EEG spectra of one or more of the many cortical regions in which some area of spatially synchronous local field activity produces a temporally independent component of the scalp EEG.
Component clustering
To identify clusters of similar independent EEG components based on similarity of their dominant activity patterns, the positive-valued single-trial weights for each component in each ERSP template were summed across trials, producing a positivegoing template score for each component. The first ERSP template (by total ERSP variance explained) featured sustained augmentation, relative to baseline, of 5 -7 Hz theta and 12 -14 Hz low beta activity that was sustained throughout the Memorize-letter presentation (see Fig. 5, left) . For each subject, the component with the highest mean positive-going weight on this template was marked as producing the strongest task-related fmu.
One subject did not have a component with a positive template score above a nominal threshold value (30); this subject's component was dropped from the set of marked components. Another subject had two equally scored components; both were included. The density of the distribution of the marked dipoles in the frontal brain was estimated (in dipoles/cm 3 ) by 3-D Gaussian smoothing, and a threshold applied to a 3-D dipole density mapping was used to eliminate 3 components as spatial outliers. The final fmu component cluster thus consisted of 20 components from 19 of the 23 subjects. The centroid of this cluster was located quite near or just below the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
To characterize event-related power spectral changes occurring during stimulus presentations in the spatially homogeneous fmu cluster, single-trial ERSPs of fmu cluster components were then decomposed by ICA as described above.
A larger set of frontal theta components (55 components) was also selected to comprise all components with theta/low-beta template scores above a nominal cutoff (30). In these data, no component with an equivalent dipole posterior to the central sulcus had a power spectral peak in the theta range.
Co-modulation of component activities
For each subject, correlations of single-trial theta ERSP template weights between pairs of components in the larger frontal theta cluster were computed to look for correlations among their considerable trial-to-trial fluctuations in theta/beta activity. Bootstrap statistics were computed to assess the probability of the observed correlations by correlating 200 shuffled versions of the component template weights to determine the outer limits of expected random correlation. A fourth-order distribution function was fit to the resulting histogram of correlation values (Ramberg et al., 1979) to estimate the statistical significance of the observed correlations.
Long and short letter presentations
Long letter and Short letter presentation data epochs from the nine subjects who performed in both conditions in the same recording session were concatenated and decomposed together by ICA. Two other subjects participated in two separate recording sessions. In one session, they performed the Long-presentation task only, in the other, both tasks. For these two subjects, components were found in the decomposition of the latter session whose locations closely matched those of their clustered Long-presentation components. The single-trial and mean activities of these components were used to compare responses to Long and Short letter presentations.
Results
Subject performance
Subjects generally performed well on the task. Mean percent correct responses in both the Short-and Long-letter presentation conditions were 94% (median performance, 95%), with a standard deviation of 3.8% and standard error of 0.75%. The lowest subject score in either the short or long presentation task was 84%. The mean (TSD) response time was 1.1 (T0.38) s. Table 1 gives mean response times for negative responses (Probe letter not in the memorized set) and positive responses (Probe letter in the memorized set). Response times were slightly longer for negative-response (P < 0.004, t test) and for higher memory-load trials (P < 0.005, ANOVA; Table 1 ).
Frontal midline theta cluster
Fig . 1B shows (in green) the equivalent dipole locations for all the frontal components used in the clustering and (in pink) the final fmu cluster identified from the set of components with the highest theta power in each subject. Single equivalent current dipoles for these components were located near dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC, BA 32/24). This placement could reflect synchronization of local field potential within the cingulate gyrus and/or more extensively, including medial and/or superior frontal cortex. Power spectra of the component activities (Fig. 1C) included a dominant theta peak near 6 Hz. In the power spectra of the single-channel data recorded from the overlying frontal midline scalp site Fz in the same subjects (Fig. 1D) , the theta peak was not as prominent and was accompanied by a strong peak at 10 Hz that ICA did not associate with the identified fmu sources. The alpha band contributions to the scalp channel signal were most likely accounted for by contributions of mu-rhythm and other parietal, temporal and motor cortex sources, as very few sources whose equivalent dipoles were anterior to the motor strip had an alpha peak in their activity spectrum.
Percent of theta-power accounted for at electrode Fz during Memorize-letter trials (after removal of clear eye movement and muscle activity components) was calculated for four groups of components: (1) the fmu cluster, (2) other anterior components, (3) posterior dipolar components and (4) the remaining, non-dipolar (not localized) components. The results (Fig. 1E) demonstrate that the fmu cluster contributed the most significant portion of theta power (47%), while anterior and posterior components each contributed 20% of total Fz theta power. Lastly, components not localized and therefore not analyzed accounted for relatively little Fz theta power (12%). Table 1 Response times (mean T standard deviation, in seconds) by memory load Single-trial variability Fig. 2 depicts memory-load-related differences in the distribution of total (5 -7 Hz) theta power in single trials projected to site Fz by components in the fmu cluster. The left column of Fig. 2 shows the ordered single-trial mean theta power values for each memory load condition (colored traces) and for same-length trials drawn from the middle of the Fixation period preceding each letter series (gray trace). Here, power values were normalized by subtracting the mean Fixation baseline log power spectrum. Fig. 2A (left column) reveals a nearly 30-dB (near 30-fold) variation in mean theta amplitude across trials. Distributional differences between memory load conditions, visible in the left column, were reflected in the level of mean theta power at each percentile of the trial distribution, relative to the same percentile of the Fixation trials (Fig. 2, right column) . Trials with median theta power (50% in Fig.  2A , right column) expressed less than 2 dB more theta activity than median theta power during Fixation trials, even at relatively high memory load (red trace). In contrast, the high memory-load trials at the 90th percentile (90%, red trace) contained 4 dB or more theta activity than in the equivalent (90%, gray trace) Fixation trials.
During high memory loads (red and orange traces), theta activity in Memorize-letter trials was stronger than in Fixation across the entire trial distribution, whereas during low memory loads (blue traces), theta power during Memorize letters was distinguished from Fixation only by a comparatively slight increase in high-theta trials (blue traces, right side). At high memory loads, however, the trial distribution included a small proportion of trials Fig. 2. (Left panels) Distributions of single-trial, trial-mean (5 -7 Hz) theta power, relative to the mean Fixation baseline, during letter presentation at 6 memory load levels (0 -5 letters in memory, colored) and during Fixation (gray). (Right panels) Condition differences (Memorize-letter minus Fixation) in theta log power at each percentile of the condition theta power distributions (i.e., differences between colored and gray traces in left panels). Y-axis: Power difference relative to the equivalent percentile of the fixation distribution. X-axis: Power difference from fixation mean power. (A) Trial-mean theta power in the fmu cluster projecting to electrode Fz. Note the 20 -30 dB variation in mean power values (on the ordinate) in each condition, and the progressively larger mean theta power, relative to Fixation, in relatively high theta trials (right side) at higher memory loads. (B) Whole trial-mean theta power at electrode Fz. The memory-load dependency is also asymmetric but weaker than for the fmu components (in A). (C) Theta power in the whole Fz signals with activity from fmu components subtracted exhibits no memory-load effect. Thus, the fmu components alone accounted for the memory-load-related increases in scalp theta power at Fz. with high-amplitude theta (upper right), and these trials produced much of the mean theta memory load effect.
Whole EEG theta power at Fz showed some memory-load dependence, although the difference between Fixation and Memorize mean theta power was only¨1 dB even at the 90th percentile (Fig. 2B ), compared to 4 dB for the fmu cluster. In contrast, all dependence of theta power on memory load was abolished when the contribution of fmu cluster activity was removed from the whole EEG data at Fz (Fig. 2C) . Thus, the fmu cluster isolated the EEG components responsible for the memory load-related theta increase.
Single-trial ERSP decomposition
Decomposing the single-trial ERSP transforms of Memorizeletter trials for the fmu cluster components only revealed several distinct ERSP time/frequency modes or templates that characterized the most distinctive trial-to-trial variations in the activities of the relatively homogeneous fmu component cluster. As shown in Fig.  3A (left), the first ERSP template, accounting for the most singletrial ERSP variance, comprised concurrent, sustained increases (above fixation baseline) in (5 -7 Hz) theta and (12 -15 Hz) low-beta power. ERSP templates 2 and 4, by contrast, featured brief theta and low-beta bursts occurring near the beginning or end of the trial, respectively. ERSP template 3 was associated with theta increases at stimulus onset and offset, separated by a low-beta decrease. The early and late theta/low-beta bursts (templates 2 and 4) were also followed or preceded by brief low-beta decreases. ERSP templates 5 -12 (not shown) featured less interpretable combinations of brief narrow-band events and unresolved time/frequency Fnoise_.
The weight distributions for ERSP templates 1 -4 were twosided (Fig. 3B) . To verify the accuracy of the single-trial ERSP decompositions, we computed ERSP means of subsets of trials with high positive and negative template weights (highest and lowest weighted 20% of trials), respectively. Mean theta power in the 20% of trials most positively weighted for ERSP template 1 (Fig. 3C, left) was 8 -9 dB above the Fixation mean, much higher than the mean 3-dB increase observed in averages of all trials (see Fig. 6 below) . Mean ERSPs for the most negatively weighted trials (Fig. 3D) show that, for each ERSP template, opposite modulations of time/frequency activity, relative to the mean Fixation baseline, occurred during some Memorize-letter presentations. Panels in Figs. 3C -D each show averages of 1580 trials containing contributions from all 23 subjects. Fig. 2A (right column) showed that total theta activity in single trials was memory-load-dependent, the increase in mean theta power in high-load trials arising mainly from increases in the number of trials with strong theta activity. Similar plots of trial weights for ERSP templates 1 -4 (Fig. 4) show that the contributions of all four templates changed with increasing memory load. ERSP template 1 weights behave much like total theta power ( Fig. 2A, right column) . Trials negatively weighted on ERSP template 2 exhibit most late-beta bursts (template 2, left) during intermediate load level 3, while positively weighted trials exhibit progressively more early theta/low-beta activity (template 2, right) at higher memory loads. Trials negatively weighted for ERSP template 3 show more early low-beta activity at lower memory loads (left) and more continuous theta activity (with lowbeta suppression) at higher memory loads (right). Trials negatively weighted for ERSP template 4 exhibit more early-and-late lowbeta/theta bursts at intermediate memory loads (left), while late theta/low-beta (positively weighted) trial activity is equally prevalent in Memorize-letter trials of all memory loads (right).
To illustrate the range of this single-trial variability, Fig. 5A shows the single-trial ERSP templates 1 and 2 weights in scatter plot format. The corresponding single-trial component activity time courses for some outlying trials are shown. Trials most highly weighted on ERSP template 1 (Fig. 5, right side) resembled a train of sharp-peaked theta activity. In contrast, trials most highly negatively weighted for ERSP template 2 and not weighted for template 1 (Fig. 5, bottom) did not include theta oscillations but instead, prominent late low-beta bursts.
Component phase coherence and co-modulation
Mean ERSP transforms of the 55 additional anterior localized components having theta peaks in their activity spectra also showed clear increases in theta activity following Memorize letters, relative to baseline. No robust or spatially consistent pattern of statistically significant phase coherence increase was detected between anterior component processes at any trial latency or frequency. Similarly, no significant long-range coherence increases from Fixation to Memorize trials were detected between frontal and posterior dipolar components (results not shown). We then considered significant comodulation of log power across trials, without regard to phase, in pairs of the larger set of frontal components expressing theta activity. To accomplish this, for each subject, template weights for components highly positively weighted for the first (theta/beta) ERSP template were correlated across trials, and significant correlations were identified by bootstrap analysis (see Methods).
Results (Fig. 5B) showed moderate though statistically significant co-modulation of theta power between many pairs of anterior components, including left anterior temporal sites (r = 0.388 T 0.141, mean T SD; probability threshold, P < 0.0001). The co-modulated pairs included a component in the fmu cluster more often than dictated by chance alone (37 of 65 pairs (57%), P < 0.0001 by permutation test). Fig. 2 ) for the first four time/frequency templates (insets). Y-axis: Log spectral-ICA weight difference relative to the equivalent percentile of the fixation distribution. X-axis: Log spectral-ICA weights for indicated percentile of the fixation trial distribution. Note the similarity of the ERSP template 1 distribution differences to those for total theta power (Fig. 2) . All four templates contribute more to single-trial ERSPs at high memory loads (red, orange traces), but with different distributional characteristics. changes occurring in the frontal midline cluster, from initial fixation through the subject's response to the Probe stimulus and subsequent feedback signal. All the non-green features of the ERSP and ERSP difference images were significant by binomial probability across subjects (P < 0.0001) based on bootstrap significance calculations (P < 0.01) for each subject. Results for the first through sixth presented Memorize letters are shown (left to right) in the top row.
Mean spectral power changes
The second row of images in Fig. 6A shows grand mean cluster component ERSP images for 6 subsets of Ignore letters sorted according to memory load (i.e., the number of Memorize letters previously presented in that trial). As shown in the single-trial distribution (Fig. 2) , as memory load increased during the trial, mean 5 -7 Hz theta activity in fmu components also increased (P < 0.0001), most uniformly during presentation of Memorize letters (Figs. 6A, C, D) , although the trend was also apparent during Ignore Note the triangular-shaped waves in the trials highly weighted for ERSP template 1 (right traces) and the late beta bursts without accompanying theta activity in trials negatively weighted for ERSP template 2 (bottom traces). (B) Equivalent dipole locations of anterior within-subject component pairs whose single-trial template 1 weights (indexing theta plus beta log power) covaried significantly (P < 0.0001). Pink spheres show components in the fmu cluster (Fig. 1B) . Pink lines link component pairs that include an fmu component. Purple spheres indicate components not in the fmu cluster, and purple lines link pairs not including an fmu component. The few small green spheres show the only anterior components whose ERSP template 1 weights did not covary with those of any other anterior components. letters (P < 0.005) for memory loads of more than two letters (Figs.  6A, D) . Mean low-beta power, averaged here between 12 Hz and 16 Hz, increased sporadically during presentation of Memorize letters (Fig. 6A , top row) more than during Ignore letters (Fig. 6A, second  row) . This is shown by a significant (P < 0.001) grand mean power difference between Memorize and Ignore ERSPs (Fig. 6B) .
The maintenance-period ERSP, averaged over all memory loads (top right), was characterized by a continued elevation in mean theta power that tended to diminish toward the end of the 2 -4s Maintenance period. When the Probe letter appeared, the fmu component cluster produced a burst of power near 3 Hz, ending on average before the button press (dashed line, upper right). Fig. 6 . Grand mean spectral power changes for the fmu component cluster. (A) Individual ERSP images show significant (P < .0001) mean power changes, relative to fixation baseline (left), during the several stages of the trials. The two rows show significant changes during Memorize (top) and Ignore (bottom) letter presentations sorted by memory load (0 -5 letters) before the current letter. Theta power (see dashed red lines at 6 Hz) increased continuously albeit weakly as letters were added to the memory load (top row). Irregular low-beta power increases (dashed blue lines at 14 Hz) were less clear during Ignore letter presentations (bottom row). Increased theta power was maintained during memory maintenance, but Probe letter presentation was followed by a burst of power near 3 Hz (cf. Fig. 8). (B) Pattern of mean ERSP difference between Memorize and Ignore letters; significantly (P < 0.0001) more low-beta activity occurred during latter half of Memorize-letter presentations. Black and green bars at the top of images (A -C) indicate when the letters were visible. (C) Pattern of significant increase (P < 0.001) in mean signal power with increasing memory load (dB/letter). (D, E) Change in mean (5 -7 Hz) theta and (12 -16) Hz low beta power with memory load. The indicated significance levels are from linear regressions of mean power on memory load. 
Short presentation control condition
To determine whether the mean power changes beginning near 600 ms after letter onsets (Fig. 6B ) depended on the continued visibility of the letter on the screen, a shortpresentation control condition was run on 11 of the 23 subjects. Of these, 10 subjects had a component included in the fmu cluster. The cluster-mean ERSPs for the two conditions (Fig. 7) were nearly identical. In both conditions, significantly more (12 -15 Hz) low beta activity followed Memorize letters than Ignore letters (P < 0.01), this difference beginning about 600 ms after stimulus onset.
Spectral response to probe letters
As shown in Fig. 8A , during the memory maintenance period, fmu processes produced significantly less (5 -7 Hz) theta power in the lowest memory load condition (3 letters) than in the two higher-load conditions (5 and 7 letters, P < 0.00001 by ANOVA). From 200 ms to 700 ms after Probe letter onsets, however, the fmu processes produced a brief burst of near 3-Hz activity (Fig. 8B) weakly phase-locked to Probe stimulus appearance (inter-trial coherence = 0.15, P < 0.01), thereby contributing to the average Probe-locked ERP (top trace below image). However, the power of this burst was not correlated with memory load or with response time.
Discussion
Human theta band EEG maximal at the scalp near the frontal midline is often present during waking and is stronger and/or more predominant, on average, during various types of demanding cognitive tasks (Gevins et al., 1997) . Our finding that mean theta power in the fmu cluster increases consistently (though weakly) with memory load aligns with previous reports demonstrating that mean theta-band power in the frontal midline scalp EEG increases with mental effort (Aftanas and Golocheikine, 2001; Burgess and Gruzelier, 1997; Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999; Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Kahana et al., 1999; Laukka et al., 1995; Lazarev, 1998; Mizuki et al., 1982; Pardo et al., 1990; Sasaki et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1999) . Mean fmu activity has also been shown to increase toward the end of difficult task sessions (Gevins et al., 1997) and when subjects are sleepy but attempting to remain vigilant (Caldwell et al., 2003) , suggesting that theta is not strictly related to the amount of information being manipulated but to the level of mental ''effort'' being expended to deal with the task.
In line with previous reports (Gevins et al., 1997; Ishii et al., 1999) , equivalent dipole models of independent components supporting these fmu effects in our data were located in or near dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (Fig. 6A ) and projected nearradially to the frontal midline scalp, compatible with source areas in the cingulate sulcus and/or the overlying prefrontal cortex. Unlike activity at single frontal scalp electrodes, the independent component sources in the fmu cluster showed strong, narrow band peaks in the 5 -7 Hz theta range (Figs. 6D -E) and accounted for all of the observed memory-load-related theta increase (Fig. 2C) . By contrast, the overlying single-channel (Fz) data contained an equal additional amount of theta as well as strong alpha activity from numerous central and posterior sources in addition to theta and other activity from the fmu sources, producing only an indistinct impression of the actual midfrontal source activity in the scalp channel data spectrum (Fig. 1E) . This result is consistent with the action of ICA applied to EEG data to remove effects of mixing by volume conduction of brain and non-brain activities from scalp recordings and with previous reports linking fmu EEG activity to dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.
Single-trial EEG dynamics
In standard EEG data analysis, taking means across trials and then across subjects is the norm, and multi-dimensional characterization of single-trial variability is rarely attempted (Laskaris et al., 2003) . In both time-domain (ERP) and frequency domain (ERSP) analyses, response averaging tacitly assumes that variations between single trials are produced by Fnoisy_ sums of artifactual and/or task-independent EEG activity that can be simply averaged away to reveal single, fixed (Freal_) brain activity patterns. However, adequate computer power is now widely available to study variations in brain dynamics across single trials and to characterize the multidimensional variability and possible relevance of these trial-to-trial variations. Trial-by-trial analysis appears to be an important step toward better understanding of the complexities of electrical brain dynamics in EEG and other dynamic brain imaging data (Delorme and Makeig, 2003; Makeig et al., 2004b) . Here, we have presented a new method for characterizing trial-totrial variability in the time/frequency domain whose results suggest that the activities of a spatially compact set of processes with roughly equivalent mean dynamics exhibit strong amplitude variability and multiple dynamic modes in the single-trial data.
Association of theta and low beta
Although mean increases in 5 -7 Hz fmu with increasing memory load are well documented, to our knowledge, a discrete low-beta power increase during memory encoding has not been reported previously. Perhaps the association here identified using ICA decomposition was obscured in previous scalp recordings by posterior and central EEG alpha-band activities contributing to the individual scalp electrodes, allowing the smaller peak at 13 -14 Hz to be obscured. Other reports of low-beta increases at the frontocentral scalp, for example following auditory (Makeig, 1993) and visual targets (Makeig et al., 2004a) , suggest that bursts of low-beta (<20 Hz) activity may be an integral feature of frontal task-related brain dynamics. Here, we found no difference in frontal low-beta activity between the short and long stimulus presentation conditions, demonstrating that low-beta power was enhanced while encoding an internal representation of the stimulus independent of its visible persistence.
ICA decomposition of single-trial ERSP transforms revealed at least two modes of low-beta activity in the fmu cluster. Some trials featured long or continuous trains of theta waves (Fig. 4A) . In these trials, low-beta activity appeared to be harmonic to the dominant theta rhythm, consistent with theta wave shapes somewhat more sharply peaked than sinusoids (Fig. 5, right) . In other fmu component trials, several-cycle bursts of low-beta activity appeared, sometimes unaccompanied by theta activity. Nondominant activity patterns found to recur within and across subjects included roughly half-second theta/low-beta or low-betadominant bursts at the beginning, middle or end of letter presentation epochs. Unfortunately, the task used here did not provide sufficient behavioral data to determine whether the large trial-to-trial differences in spectral dynamics had specific behavioral or experiential correlates.
Unlike theta power, whose mean strength depended only on memory load, mean low-beta power was slightly stronger on average during the latter portion of Memorize-letter presentations than during Ignore-letter presentations (Fig. 6B) , the Memorize minus Ignore pattern (Fig. 6B ) resembling ERSP template 2 (Fig. 3) . Applying the ICA template separation matrix to Memorize and Ignore letter ERSPs showed that ERSP template 2, rather than template 1, accounted for the most variance in the difference-ERSP (Fig. 6B) .
During presentation of either letter type, subjects continued to attempt to retain and most likely silently rehearse the previously presented Memorize letters. The two conditions differed only in that during Memorize-letter presentations subjects needed to integrate a new letter into their rehearsal set. Thus, low-beta band power might be associated in some way with this operation rather than with rote rehearsal and retention.
The most prominent appearance of 12 -15 Hz low-beta activity elsewhere in the EEG is as sleep spindles, bursts of 12 to 14 Hz activity in frontal and parietal sites that appear during transition to slow-wave sleep and are sometimes termed sigma activity (Nakamura et al., 2003) . Sleep spindles are thought to reflect synchronization of thalamocortical circuits that dissociate cortical dynamics from incoming sensory stimuli. It has been suggested that sleep spindles may also be involved in memory consolidation during sleep (Steriade and Amzica, 1998) . Our results suggest the possibility that bursts in this frequency range might also support frontally mediated memory encoding in wakefulness.
Theta coherence and memory
Phase coherence of EEG signals generated in different cortical areas is considered a possible mechanism by which spatially distinct brain regions may regulate their spike-based communication. Sarnthein et al. (1999) reported that actively retaining keyboard characters or complex figures in short-term/working memory was associated with theta phase synchrony between some frontal and posterior electrodes. Similarly, Kopp et al. reported that memorization of five-word lists was associated with increased coherence in theta, beta (13 -20 Hz) and gamma (35 -47 Hz) frequency ranges (Kopp et al., 2004) . In the present study, no spatially consistent pattern of phase coherence increase was observed during the 2 -4 s memory Maintenance period. In particular, no such relationship was observed between frontal and posterior components. There may be at least three reasons for this disparity:
First, the short-term memory tasks used in the studies of theta coherence mentioned above were more demanding than our task. It is possible that transient theta coherence would appear in our task if it were made more difficult.
Second, EEG coherence linked to memorization and rehearsal, reported in previous studies, might have arisen from the relative intensification of theta, beta and/or gamma activities projected from deep and/or transverse oriented sources by volume conduction to both frontal and posterior electrodes (van den Broek et al., 1998) . Continuing theta activity of a single cortical source process, itself wholly unaffected by task conditions, could drive an observed task-related increase in coherence between electrodes to which the process projects, if for example other processes projecting to the same electrodes reduced their levels of theta activity. Such confounds can never be ruled out when attempting to interpret coherence changes observed between scalp channels. However, a direct effect of ICA applied to EEG data is to minimize the effects of volume conduction to the extent that the data can be modeled as mixtures of potentials volume-conducted from spatially fixed, temporally independent source processes.
Third, it is possible that ICA might not have clearly separated EEG processes involved in the long range coherence in previous reports or the transient coherence (if zero lag) may have been included in one or more non-dipolar sources we did not analyze. However, at site Fz at least, these sources accounted for relatively little theta activity (Fig. 1E) . We believe it more likely, therefore, that the positive theta coherence results in previous reports were linked to task differences and/or to unaccounted volume conduction.
Co-modulation of ERSP activity
Our results indicate that weak and/or inconsistent trial-by-trial co-modulation of theta/low-beta power occurred between pairs of components in frontal and left temporal areas during memorization of letters (Fig. 8B) . We found no pattern of statistically significant phase coherence between the same component pairs, suggesting common effects of slower neuromodulatory processes rather than synchronization through suitably timed spike volleys to or between the involved areas. For example, increases in concentrations of neuromodulatory transmitters such as acetylcholine are able to trigger theta oscillations in cortex, irrespective of their exact timing relative to theta phase (Cape et al., 2000) . The effect on intersource communication of two or more cortical source areas expressing similar power spectral changes in the absence of phase synchrony is not clear. Possibly, such co-modulation might reflect effects of common subcortical input regulation of local processing rather than facilitation of long-range interactions.
Frontocentral 3-Hz bursts
Following each letter series, the Probe letter was presented after a variable (2 -4 s) time delay. Probe letter onset was thus an unpredictable, salient and behaviorally important event. The first letter of each series, whether a Memorize or Ignore letter, also appeared to induce a near 3-Hz power increase, as did Maintenance fixation onset (Fig. 6A) . It is thus possible that the 3-Hz bursts that followed Probe letter onsets were not specific to memory recall but are a frontal midline cortical response to the appearance of taskrelevant stimuli. In each of these events, the presented symbol had to be interpreted to accomplish the task, regardless of memory load. Thus, it is possible that the midfrontal 3-Hz activity, rather than being specifically linked to memory processes, may reflect a general orienting response of frontal midline cortex to sensory stimuli that provide potentially important information.
In previous studies, memory recall has typically been associated with an increase in fmu similar to that seen during encoding and retention (Klimesch et al., 2001a,b; Sederberg et al., 2003) . In these studies, increases in ''theta'' during recall could have actually observed the same 3-Hz phenomenon. In two of the studies, individually determined theta bands likely fell in the range of 3 -7 Hz (Klimesch et al., 2001a,b) . In the third, a broad band theta measure (4 -8 Hz) was also used (Sederberg et al., 2003) . Thus, it is not possible to say whether our observation conflicts with previous reports.
Quasi-harmonic modes of oscillation
In this study, frontal midline EEG components isolated by ICA exhibited distinctly varying time courses of activity in three near harmonically related frequency bands (near 3 Hz, 6 Hz theta and 13 Hz low beta). Until now, power spectra including quasi-harmonic frequency peaks have been associated mainly with superior parietal and central/motor areas, particularly the mu-rhythms of somatomotor cortex (originally Fwicket_ rhythms, from their non-sinusoidal appearance) which typically produce harmonically related spectral peaks near 10 Hz, 20 Hz and sometimes 30 Hz (Szurhaj et al., 2003) . Further analysis of other components in these data, to be reported elsewhere, showed that most other narrow-band EEG rhythmicities, including central mu rhythms but excluding some occipital alpha sources, produced energy at one or more harmonic frequencies. Visual inspection of raw activation time courses of trials highly weighted for concurrent theta and low-beta activity (our ERSP template 1) revealed prominent trains of theta waves with slightly sharpened peaks (Fig. 5 ). This suggests that theta and low-beta frequency oscillations of frontal midline sources sometimes reflected periodic non-sinusoidal wave sequences that are decomposed by time/frequency analysis into two or more harmonic frequencies.
Conclusions
Here, we confirm that the strongest source of frontal midline theta EEG activity is a coherent EEG source, found in at least 19 of our 23 subjects, whose spatial pattern of projection to the scalp closely resembles a single, radially oriented equivalent current dipole, compatible with synchronous field activity in and/or above dorsal anterior cingulate cortex. The mean strength of fmu activity of these sources alone indexed task difficulty and/or memory load during working memory performance.
Accompanying 12 -15 Hz low-beta activity was somewhat stronger during presentations of letters to add to the rehearsal string. This activity was decomposed by ICA, applied to the concatenated single-trial log time/frequency (ERSP) transforms, into quasiharmonic theta-coupled and non-harmonic uncoupled patterns. The strength of the whole theta activity, as well as its largest, quasi-harmonic theta/low-beta component, varied by as much as 30 dB across letter presentations and co-varied partially across trials between most fmu and other frontal and left temporal component sources, usually with no accompanying phase coherence. The same fmu sources emitted half-second bursts of near 3-Hz activity following some stimuli, suggesting an orienting response to first occurrences in each trial of behaviorally relevant events.
Thus, a detailed examination of high-dimensional EEG signals recorded during a working memory task performance shows fmu activity to be only one aspect of more complex, spatially distributed dynamics of locally synchronous field potential activities in or near dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and elsewhere, which together produce the summed mixture of far-field signals recorded by electrodes on the frontal scalp. Mean time/frequency results, even if statistically robust, mask the fact that the strengths of these theta band and other activities vary widely from trial to trial. It should be of interest to better understand the character, behavioral correlates and physiological consequences of this trial-to-trial variability.
Ultimately, a full understanding of the nature and functions of macroscopic cortical oscillations will require development of generative macroscopic scale nonlinear dynamic models (e.g., Robinson et al., 2003) coupled to multi-scale models of neural interactions in cortical neuropile. Hopefully, more detailed descriptive models of EEG dynamics, such as attempted here, may prove useful for the development and testing of such models, as well as for shaping a clearer understanding of relationships between brain activity, experience and behavior.
